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system is reduced to yn+\ = Ayn , <pn+\ - <pn = co.

What can one say after looking at the book? The Kiev School has known

its time of flourishing with deep results and interesting applications. The book
under review corresponds to the period when the only new stuff is merely the

consideration of old ideas in some new area.

Let us end by mentioning the many places where the translation is unsat-

isfactory, which unfortunately is not the first such occurrence for translations

from Russian made by nonspecialists. I want only to mention that many names

of authors that were written with a transcription in Cyrillic were reconverted

in Latin incorrectly. Here we note: Pew for Pugh, Peysoto for Peixoto, Yu.
Mozer for J. Moser, Ya. Kurzweil for J. Kurzweil, Bol for Bohl, and Veksler for

Wexler. Fortunately, the number of references to non-Russian-speaking authors

is not very large.
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Multiplication of distributions and, in fact, various nonlinear operations on
distributions or generalized functions happen to have quite a history. Some of
the early sources of interest were in physics, where the Dirac delta-function ô

has brought with it both convenient calculation methods and puzzlement about

their rigorous justification. For instance, in quantum mechanics one would like
to play with formulas such as

ö-(l/x) = -S'/2,

Ô2-(1/X)2/7C2 = -(1/X2)7t2,

(ô+)2 = -ô'/4ni-(l/x2)/4n2,

(ô-)2 = ô'/47ti-(l/x2)/4n2,

where ô+ = (ô + (\/x)/ni)/2 and ô- = (S - (l/x)/ni)/2; see [G-DS, M] or
pages 18-20 of the book under review. However, such formulas could hardly

be justified, except for certain rather ad hoc and questionable computational
manipulations.

Another source of interest came from nonlinear shock waves. Indeed, even
in the case of the basic equation

Ut(t,x) + U(t,x)Ux(t,x) = 0,        t>0, xeR,
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some of the simplest physically relevant solutions are given by the Riemann

solvers

U(t, x) = u¡ + (ur - Ui)H(X - xo-st),        t>0, x eW.,

where xo, «/, ur e R, u¡ > ur, s = (u¡ + u,)/2, while H is the Heaviside

function. Yet such a solution is no longer classical, which in this case would

of course mean that U e ^'(fl), with Q = [0, oo) x R. Now, if we tried—as

physicists or engineers may often be tempted—to replace U given by the Rie-

mann solver in the above equation, then the nonlinear convective term U • Ux ,

so typical for many equations of physics, would immediately lead a mathemati-

cian to the problem of having to make sense of the product H • ô , a product in

which H is discontinuous, while ô is not a usual function.

Here, however, we face two different kinds of difficulty. First, as we shall

see in a moment, it is not at all trivial to build a good enough multiplication

theory for generalized functions. Second, the multiplication of given generalized

functions may present what can appear as a disturbingly large variety of possible

outcomes. This latter point is quite well illustrated by the simple fact that the

weak or generalized solutions of the type of the Riemann solvers are different
for the shock wave equation and

(Um)t + U-(Um)x = 0,       t>0, JteR,

where m > 2. And this may appear rather surprising in view of the fact
that, when it comes to their classical—that is, ^'-smooth—solutions, the two
mentioned equations will have the same solutions.

The first difficulty above became obvious early, although for quite a while it

suffered from various misinterpretations. Indeed, back in 1954 in [Sc] it was
shown that one could not define a distribution multiplication without losing

some of the usual properties of the product when restricted to insufficiently
smooth—for instance, only ^°-smooth—functions; for details see pages 27-36

of the book under review or [R4, pp. 1-9]. Unfortunately, however, that fact

has often been misinterpreted as, for instance, in the following citation: "It has

been proved by Schwartz... that an associative multiplication of two arbitrary
distributions cannot be defined," [H, p. 9].

That first difficulty was not helped by the 1957 negative result in [L], which
showed that the linear first-order PDE

UXl + iUX2 - 2i(x{ + ix2)UXi = f(x),        x = (xi,x2, x3) € R3,

did not have distribution solutions in any neighbourhood of any point x e R3,
for / ranging over a large subset of ^"^(R3).

In spite of such a state of affairs, starting with the late sixties, a massive
theoretical effort got under way in order to find distributions or generalized
solutions for large classes of nonlinear PDEs; see [Li] for one of the first such

contributions. However, this effort has been undertaken without the existence

of a comprehensive nonlinear theory of generalized functions. Instead, various
functional analytic methods have been used, with the risk—long unnoticed—
that the respective solution concepts may have been insufficiently clarified; for
details see [R4, pp. 30-43].

A first comprehensive nonlinear theory of generalized functions was pre-

sented in [R1-R4], based on an algebraic rather than functional analytic
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approach. Not much later in [C1-C3] a particular case of that theory was

introduced and quite significantly developed in an independent way. Another

stage was reached in [B], where numerical applications to nonlinear PDEs have

been reported, showing once again the relevance, both theoretical and applica-

tive, of the recent nonlinear theories of generalized functions. In this way since
the late seventies there has been an ongoing development in such comprehen-

sive nonlinear theories, the results being published in several dozen papers in

addition to the books mentioned. One of the main achievements so far has

been the solution of large classes of linear and nonlinear PDEs that earlier were

unsolved or proved to be unsolvable within distributions or hyperfunctions.

The book under review comes as the latest important published contribu-

tion to the development of an algebra based nonlinear theory of generalized
functions. The author's strong background in analysis, functional analysis, and

nonlinear PDEs is quite clearly manifest in the book under review. In addition,

he shows a deep understanding of a large variety of approaches to generalized
functions, including the algebraic approach.

In this vein the book starts in the preface with an account of the essence of

the problems faced by any nonlinear theory of generalized functions—namely,
to deal with "... mathematical models that involve

(a) nonlinear operations,

(b) differentiation, and
(c) the presence of singular objects, like measures or nondifferentiable

functions... ".

The author further points out that "classical nonlinear analysis can certainly deal

with (a) and (b), while the theory of distributions has proved to be successful
in handling (b) and (c) simultaneously... ".

It remains, therefore, for any nonlinear theory of generalized functions to
deal with (a), (b), and (c) at the same time.

Let us now review the main contributions of the book, which gives a well-

selected, well-written, and rather concise overview of the subject and presents a
wealth of connections with classical, more particular approaches. The various

topics are presented with an original and particularly valuable insight, which in

the words of the author tries—and in our view, clearly succeeds—"to emphasize

ideas rather than generality". Among them let us mention the following. In

§§6-8 a good review of "intrinsic products" is presented. The sheaf structure
of Colombeau's algebra ^(£2) of generalized functions is detailed in §9, while

§12 gives a number of variants of &(Q) which are useful in solving different
classes of linear and nonlinear PDEs.

Coming to nonlinear PDEs, semilinear and quasilinear hyperbolic systems

are presented in §§13-20 in the context of generalized solutions. This presenta-

tion, among others, can serve as a good introduction to the respective subjects.

In particular in §§19 and 20 rather general, possibly nonconservative nonlinear
PDEs and their weak solutions are studied.

A concise account of the general algebraic theory is presented in §§21 and 22,

followed by nonstandard approaches to generalized functions, to which §23 gives

a good introduction. Indeed, the discourse in §23 is kept focused on the basic

structures and facts without technical complications, such as those related to

ultrapowers. Instead, the natural sequential approach, pioneered by Schmieden
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and Laugwitz [SL], is given its proper emphasis.

The book also contains a number of original contributions of the author.
Among those already published elsewhere we mention Proposition 7.6 on page
63, which deals with the Fourier and strict product defined for certain distribu-
tions. Examples (d) and (e) on pages 70-72 highlight certain properties of such

or related products. Theorems 15.1 and 15.2 on pages 137-145 give rather pow-

erful results on delta-waves for general hyperbolic systems in two independent

variables. A whole set of existence and uniqueness results in Colombeau's sense

can be found in §§16-20. Finally, §24 on delta wave solutions of hyperbolic
systems is another of the author's previously published original contributions.

Concerning the author's original results not published elsewhere, we mention
the duality method in §5 and Proposition 7.8 on page 65. The same holds for

the alternative proof of Theorem 15.2 on pages 143-145. Finally, the regularity
theory of §25 also belongs to the author's list of new and unpublished original
contributions.

In conclusion, this book is highly recommended both for first-time readers

in generalized functions and for those who enjoy a certain familiarity with the

subject. For both categories of readers a main attraction of the book is its
focus on ideas rather than on generality. Also, it presents an impressive array

of concepts, results, and applications, which include many of the most basic

nonlinear PDEs. For the reader more familiar with the subject, the depth of
insight and analysis at various places in the book can only be an additional
incentive and reward.
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There are now many sources for possible solutions to the diverse collection of

integration problems that arise in mathematics. We have the traditional tables of
integrals, books on the theory of integration, and books on numerical methods.
We also have access to numerical software libraries and symbolic mathemat-
ics computing systems. In addition, we also have a large variety of methods

that are scattered through books and papers on pure and applied mathematics.
This book is an attempt to provide a comprehensive survey of these integration

methods. It is a compilation of methods that the author began collecting when
he was a graduate student.

The book is organized as a collection of eighty-three short sections. These are
somewhat loosely arranged under the six chapter headings: Applications, Con-

cepts and definitions, Exact analytical methods, Approximate analytical meth-
ods, Numerical methods concepts, and Numerical methods techniques. Each
section usually begins with short entries under the categories: applicable to,
yields, and idea. These entries are followed by more extensive discussion under
the categories: procedure, examples, notes, and references. The references are
extensive and up to date. For example, §50, entitled "Stationary Phase", begins:

Applicable to

Integrals of the form I(X) - ja g(x)e'x^x^ dx, where f(x)

is a real-valued function.

Yields
An asymptotic approximation when X » 1.

Idea
For X -> oo the value of I(X) is dominated by the contribu-

tions at those points where f(x) is a local minimum.

The section continues with a half-page description of the procedure and a
half-page example. This is followed by one and one-half pages of notes and ten

references. The references range from a 1918 paper by G. N. Watson to a 1991
paper by J. P. McClure and R. Wong and include three books. The section is
typical. The mathematics is clear and concise. There is enough information for

the reader who wants a short discussion of the topic of interest, and there are
good references for someone who wants more detail.


